
DEBT COLLECTOR 

  

Kill 

I carve out their eyes, slaughter surprise 

Arisen to deflorate 

My conscience is blind, deafened inside 

Hollow husk of human 

Slashing through hide, cracking the bone 

Arterial laceration 

Hunting the weak, expose the meat 

Welcome: open season 

My life arisen from the ashes 

To collect the debts of deceivers 

Exhume the souls of nonbelievers 

Revenant of grace, descend upon my soul 

Leave me a shell, a vacant open hole 

Deprived of wings, anchored from flight 

Black in their eyes, banished from light 

Harvesting their eyes, I evoke pain 

Slaugher the despised, make the blood rain 

Agony devours the despondent, misery invites it's own guest 

I consume with ease, hunting in the streets 

Begging on their knees, burning them in sprees 

Hanging from the trees, eternal breathless sleep 

Dying in their dreams, destined to repeat 

Emissary, agent of Hell 

Tributary, sent to consume 

My commitment to the wayward souls 

Descend upon the necro realm 

A feast to satisfy the lunacy 

Buried in false confessions, carried on by pure aggression 



Pulverized, rapture denied 

Savagery, hair, blood, teeth 

  

CBT 

  

Subject to the meaning of true pain 

Bleeding from the genitals there is no other way 

Aligning the instruments of hate 

Bashing of the testicles, emasculated 

Rotting absolution and decay 

Castrate victims, ultimate dismay 

Pummeling organs to a pulp 

Bleeding from the rotted flesh wound 

Lured with the promises to satisfy your emptiness 

Summoning the succubus to pulverize your crotch to bits 

Erotic mutilation, necrotized ejaculation 

Six inch heels, urethral sounding 

Six feet deep for my phallus 

Ball peen beatings, profuse bleeding 

Foreskin tearing, disrepairing 

Humbling, humiliating, perineal seams separating 

Tearing through vans diferens; before and after: vast difference 

Ashes of a cigarette smoldering the calloused head 

Burned and ruptured precipice,circumcised by white-hot flame 

Blossoming with crimson fluid, exposing scrotal content 

Tenderizing flaccid manhood, amputated genitalia 

Speculum inserted in the putrid collapsed urethra 

Examining penile wreckage facilitating orgasmic discharge 

Mistress of cruelty, sadistic perversity 

Harbinger of misfortune sowing seeds of misery 

Carnal devestation mirrored in demented fragments 



Laughter echoes through the hallways of her shattered mind 

Screaming, begging for mercy 

They hate me for what I've done to them 

Bashing, smashing spastically 

Enfold this hatred within 

They hate me for what I've done 

  

OVERSEER 

  

Awakening from a dream 

Descending from the stars 

From a distant galaxy 

They've arrived, an ancient carnivore civilization 

Pent upon this earthly realm's decimation 

Harvesting the planet Earth for it's lifeforms 

Pennance paid for earthly crimes so overdue now 

Screaming, terrified 

Bleeding, horrify 

Dreaming, dead inside 

Sleeping eternally 

Fear for your mind 

They have arrived 

Scream for your life 

Mercy denied 

Genocide of the mind 

Bleed them dry: mass extinction 

Colonies need to feed 

Contacting telepathically 

 

HEADLESS 

  

Severing the skin, start with the softest tissue 



Bleeding from within, splatter the residue 

Cephalometric disconnection, extreme risk for infection 

Stare into her eyes, sputters as I hack 

Inherently despised, grinding through the mass 

Approach the spinal column, my grimmest turns to solemn 

Each saw to satisfy my constant need to petrify 

Penetrate the fucking headwound 

Ejaculate into her windpipe 

Burying my meat inside 

Sawing through her arteries 

I carve through her flesh with ease 

To keep the head is my decision 

Puncturing the veins, arteries begin to burst 

Choking as she screams, she wouldn't be the first 

Morality deprived, capture the specimen 

Consciously denied, beaten into submission 

Layers of her flesh exposing cartlidge 

Violently I thrash: her suffering is marvelous 

My urge to lacerate temporarily satisfied 

  

MOTHER MISERY 

  

Perforate the skin, peel the hide 

Eyes reflecting light; dead inside 

Hacking frantically feels divine 

Blood sprayed spastically as she dies 

Saw through her flesh, birthing monstrosity 

Organs set into place pulsate ferocity 

Aligning the crooked, disgusting consistency 

Cauterize specimens held in captivity 

Ruptured cadavers are displayed disgustingly 



Carving through bone matter, immensely suffering 

Creation of spatter arousing instantly 

Harvest catastrophe, perverted sanity 

Pieces of her flesh are pleasing aesthetically 

Severed limb collection, proportioned properly 

Fragrantly decaying decrepit sacrality 

Aggressively stitching bringing me closer 

Maternal comfort taking me over 

Comforting feeling, mothers love is warming me 

Appendages peeling, engorged and hardening 

Incestuous grieving, a eulogy perversely rendered 

Exchanging fluids: the family that stays together 

Waiting for her to die; begging for her to live 

She does deserve to 

  

GRACELESS 

  

To whom it may concern: 

My vice for 21 years 

This thorn stuck in my side, these bags beneath my eyes 

Dirt collects beneath my nails 

These cheeks are sunken, sullen, and pale 

Embrace the thought of no tomorrow 

These aching limbs quiver in sorrow 

Tell my love to cast no tears 

Upon the grave which bears my name 

Crying out, these screams of agony are deafening 

Hollow soul; a shell of the person I'm remembering 

No way out, stuggling to find what's left of my mind 

Life is hell, I need to find my way back to home 

Back to home 



How do I describe this pain I'm feeling? 

Everybody listens, no one's hearing 

Feel the need to leave this place 

To leave this world bereft of grace 

Tell my love: "Cast no tears on my grave" 


